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Abstract

th more and more children in the United States being placed in

day ca e centers, it is likely that families will become less powerful

as agents of socialization. In this paper, eight value-laden areasof

socialization are examined (discipline, sex-role learning, aggressive

behavor, racial tolerance, religion, conformity, academic emphasis,

and sex education).

Recommendations for parenti, and day care workers are offered to

encourage dialogue in these areas so as to increase the amount of

consistency in childrearing between homes and day care centers.



At a recent parent meeting, I asked one of our mothers what she thought

of day care. Her response was puzzling and ambivalent. She was grateful t-

have found a slot for her child in our well-staffed university sponsored

but she commented sadly, "Johnny's first word was na'." Donna is the

care teacher's name.

Is this the first step down :he road toward loss of this Lay care

parents' ability to fAnction as the primary agent of socialization for her

own child?

In a major review of literature on the effects of day care on children,

F..i_sky and Steinberg (1978) arrived at two types of conclusions. First, they

observed that in studies in which children enrolled in high-quality day care

Aters were contrasted with home-reared children on measures of intellectual,

s cial, and emotional development, no major differences as a function of the

childrearing environment were evident. Second, they noted that many other

meaningful questions concerning the broader impact of day care on children and

their families have not been asked. These unknowns in the day care equasion

include] the topics of the present paper: are socialization aims and practices

(which are derived from the adults' values) consistent across home and day care

environments? If not, how does this inconsistency influence the child's

development? And, relatedly, are parents with children in day care as potent

as agents of socialization as are parents rearing their childrenat home?

There have been very few studies addressed to these important issues.

A study by Elardo and Caldwell (1973) arose out of a debate among staff

members of Little Rock's Kramer Project (Elardo and Caldwell, 1974). This was

a federally funded attempt to offer day care in a public school setting,

beginning with infants as young as six months of age. The project staff ware

primarily white and middle class; the clients were primarily black and poor.



Several staff =bet.: _:at e after e:-:.amini 7, articles 1)7 Str)ufe

(1970) ad Cr 197 hat be promoting Ihite, midL.

model of apprc ate 7ansmitting the ._tural atte

the dominant m_ e- Ld :hey questioned 7he jus:Lfia L of

such transrissi :-- if other social and athnic grou

Other auft 7 .tLes a: . time (the early 1970's) chaL____

the notion that id CE7_ imposing alien alues upon

clients (Bee, VE er171. Leckie, & Nyman. 1971 Medinnu_s,

and Levenstein, after questionim-, small groups Jc

income mothers wi chi_ _ ed in their early intervention progra7--

that differing sc. al an oups were largely in narmony as far

their valuesvalues rega-Taing , lnd child care were con:erned. For exa-Die,

Levenstein reported tha ,,:e half of the 35 mothers in her progra:- ranted

their children to c_:10 to cciL,Ege, id Medinnus reported that his paren:s said

that they valued :adin- wr7Ltin and speaking clearly.

Both Horne:i _977) --1 Clarke-Stewart (1973) assume thi

latter belief - conscance rather than dissonance is the m-re valid

portrayal of t1 , Lati=ship between providers and consumers of day _Lre.

Fein and Clark:: war: refer tc the work of Kohn (1959) in reaching ir

opinion that

"Evidence _::27 sts :hat there is a common core of basic human val._-as that

all subcultral '73 embrace. Happiness, honesty, consideration, o fence,

dependability, self c:ntrol, popularity, neatness, and cleanlis are

all valued to a ..rea..-r or lesser extent in all social classes (Fein & Ciarke-

Stewart, 1973, p. 70)

Butler (1973) askd the question "Early Childhood Education: suppLament

or threat to the home?" In her opinion, when an early childhood program is
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_sed on values differen: from those of home, a potential threat to the

can exit. The primar- sources ; such a conflict said to lie

=ertain cull values cial classes inl religious

ips to which teachers =amines b. It is ofte: 11e case thar_ within

home, the paren: or pIT :s have nei P-;:amined thei: own values and

Ils, nor those th hol L.r their chime. on, Howe, T Kirachenbaum, 1972;.

Gecas (1976) s .:LO families _r_ t state of Washington and con-

___uded that some par 1_:Id their A.__Dn function a difficult one.

Tenty-five percent as and 16 percent husbands said that they

f:equently worried 'leir role as a sc.:,aization agent. Gecas found that

...:sbands and wives disagreed on children s )uld be taught, and

c what methods we mcc -:_table. This highlighted the fact that parents

c .2n find that owt -alue conflicts Drought to the surface as they

empt to reach Irezring decisions.

Clarke-Stewar 1977; in a review of 7esearch on child care in the family,

nLted that there a _ differences in parent values and attitudes toward child

c:re that are rela-J,1 to their membership Ln a cultural group. She pointed out

t at such differences are unfo lnately no= yet clearly articulated in the

rs_search literature on child development.

As the result of my experience as director of The University of Iowa's

Early Childhood Education Center, which is a day care center in which children

from infancy through age 5 attend for 10 hours a day, I have identified staff

members and parents. These fall under the headings of: 1) DISCIPLINE,

2) SEX ROLE LEARNING, 3) AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR, 4) RACIAL TOLERANCE, 5) RELIGION,

6) SELF-DIRECTION VS. CONFORMITY, 7)ACAUDOCEMPNASIS, and 8) SEX EDUCATION.

I will now discuss each of these areas and describe the issues involved

and cite relevant research when it is available.



AREAS OF LIKELY VALUE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STAF: 1::".1S AND PARETI

ISSUES

What is the right amount of

strictness or permissiveness?

Is physical punishment to be .wee?

With regard to value conflict= n

the area of sex role learning, Le. and

Croft (1972) offered the example c. a

teacher who separated two boys zoc were

fighting with wooden blocks, ser-di:g

one boy outside to play ball and a7lotlier

to the housekeeping corner. TLT 1:.tter

boy's parents wanted to know w their

son was told to play house wit. the

girls they weren't about to any-

one make a "sissy" of their so-. .

What are the appropriate SE roles

for young children to learn? 3hould

boys be allowed to paint their finger-

nails and try on dresses? Shcild staff

members encourage girls who do not play

with trucks and other mechanical eb]ects

to do so?

How much aggressive behavior shoL.d

the staff allow?

STUDIES

Research shows that parents'

approa:hes to discipline are related

to their social class. (Deutsch,

1973) Lower class parents more often

rely o: physical punishment and appeals

to power, middle class parents more

often :ely on verbal reasoning and

anpeals the child's sense of

justi.:e

One major finding of the Elardo

and Caldwell (1973) study was that

the predominately lower-class sample

of parents believed that young

children should be aggressive and

fight at the Center, so that others

would not think they were sissies or

cowards. The staff did not agree.



Racial Tolerance

5. Religio!

6. Conformity

7, Academic Emphasis

8. Sex Education
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Should Center serve as a place to

teach children to respect children of

other racial backgrounds?

What if certain parents say not to

allow their child to play with others

of a certain race?

what position should Center take

regarding the celebration of religious

beliefs other than those represented

by the parents?

How independent should children be

encouraged to be?

How much of an emphasis on

structured, teacher-centered "lessons"

should occur at a Center?

Can there be too much "free play?"

Child care workers may perceive

their role differently than parents

see them. Instead of being a

structured, authority figure, child

care workers often fuction as

facilitators or "helpers."

Should Centers have separate toilet

facilities for boys and girls?

Should sexual exploration be

encouraged?

Winetsky (1973) found that

middle-class teachers and parents

shared a high preference for self-

direction on the part of young

children, in contrast to the pre-

ferences of working-class parents

whose behavioral expectations for

children emphasized conformity.

Rubenstein and Howes (1979)

found that mothers were more

restrictive than the child care

staff.

Hess, Price, Dickson and Conroy

(in press) found that mothers taught

in a style that was more direct,

demanding and explicit than did pre-

school teachers.



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PARENTS AND STAFF MEMBERS

Clarke-Stewart (1977) concluded that child care center policies should

reflect the cultural identities and values of the parents served, she believes

that the implementation of this goal will be difficult. Operationally, what

is implied? Clarke-Stewart stated that "this is not to suggest the specific

programs or interve-, be targeted to particular ethnic groups that all

Afro American mothers he assigned to model 'A'; while all Greek-American

mothers enroll in program '13'." p. 81

She recommended that a sufficient variety of child :are programs be

available so parents may choose the arrangement that is most compatiable with

their values. Butler (1973) recommended that r,arents and staff members work

together with the child's welfare in mind. Concrete suggestions for resolving

social or c/)ltural differences were not offered, nor were examples of much

uiffer.:7 - Toned.

studied the interpersonal relationship between 212 parents

and 89 caregH in day care settings in Detroit, using a structured inter-

view technique. His date revealed minimal attempts to coordinate day care

children's socialization processes. Powell recommended: 1) that Center provide

a specific area of the room for parent/caregiver interaction, 2) that caregiver

be trained to work with adults as well as children, and 3) that the term

"parentinvoivement" in day care include more emphasis on interpersonal relations

among caregivers and parents.

MY RECOMMENDATION: Parents and staff should use my eight issues and

anything they might want to add, as the basis for a meeting to discuss a united

approach to childrearing, in which all parties parents and caregivers,

confront, discuss, and attempt to resolve any disagreements regarding childrearing.



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

Research questions:

Needed are studies on

The effects of the parent/caregiver relationship on the development

of the child.

The determinates of parent/caregiver interaction.

Children's perceptions of the rules of parents and ...aregivers.

The degree of value conflict within and between various groups,

and on which issues. Also what are the sources of differences

between the socialization practices between parents and caregivers?

What variations exist among various settings - preschools, day care

centers, family day care home with regard to their function as

socialization settings?

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I believe that there is no area more important or in more

critical need of investigation than that of values and childrearing in the

home and day care center.

I hope the 1980's will not only see the wider availability of day care

centers, but also a more systematic series of studies related to the issues

raised in this paper.

Only then will we remedy our present lack of knowledge about the sociali-

zation of our children.
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